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He published his preaching on the youtube channel now removed. Due to international coverage, rescue operations to save girls are in progress. Several members of worship also committed mass suicide, while others were fired or suffocating. Freedomitase Libertomians were born in Canada in 1902, after a number of people from various religions
escaped Russia. To fight, the British Columbia government took almost 200 children of worship and imprisoned to try to put an end to the heart was causing the movement for the restoration of the 10 commandments that suggests the name of the worship, a mission was turned on To live strictly from the ten commandments. Many of his victims were
too afraid to speak, believing that they would have been hunted by the practice they loved so much. Destenithis cult once had a YouTube channel through which he preached his belief in his exorcisation of demonic life. In 1981, he bought a ranch where his cult followers escaped to create his own utopian reality. Photo of courtesy: Wikimedia
Commons in Ã ¢ â,¬ â "¢ 90s, a child child belonging to one of the members of the worship was sacrificed by the cult because they believed that the child was the antichrist. Their convictions included living in a common space while it is naked. The worship was started by Joseph of Mambro and Luc Jouret in 1984 in Geneva and spread in different
countries around the world. Members of the Manson family who were in a row to death were sentenced to life in prison instead after California abolished the death penalty in 1972. Geaven gates, Geaven gate had a slightly different set of guiding principles of Many other cults. She didn't wear even more than Speedos. Photo of courtesy: Wikimedia
Commons the mission of It is to spread awareness to restore peace and welcome aliens at home. Photo of courtesy: Wikimedia Commons the followers believed that the moon, which was considered the third Adam, and e Second wife were the true spiritual parents of humanity. When nothing happened, Chen has transferred the cult and the original
members decided to move forward with their lives. The movement of Raelismo is a UFO religion, believing that the aliens are roaming the planet under lie discharges. The disputes around the FLDs include child labor and organized childhood, with leader Warren Jeffs is sentenced to the prison for life for the child's sex assault. Known as the Waco
siege, the Fermo led to 80 people, including more than 20 children, being killed in a compound fire. The church arrived under the fire after it was revealed that he was performing dirty and overcrowded orphanage. It can be taoodounded only in 1993, the leader of Chen Tao Hon-Ming Chen believed in spiritual energy and in his intervention in the
current world. Also the cult has held the girls who refused to convert to Islam. The worship is still active today and states that it has successfully succeeded to clone a human child. Bikram Choudhurybikram Yoga can be practiced in a lot of cities around the world, but the real story behind it is a bit frightening . Photo courtesy: Gaderperetz /
Wikimedia Commons The group came to the fire after a post-cover journalist exposed the German branch to seriously beat children. The worship is still present today, even if its current members claim to be now a colony changed and much more civilized.eckankarthe cult of Eckankar is a form of Hinduism, its leader is a former member of the only
staff And only the Church of Scientology. Photo of courtesy: John-Mark Smith / Pexels over the years, cult has begun to lose members due to the fact that worship leaders encouraged the adherents to break contact with family members. The worship was later in court from the families of the victims; However, the cause has not been successful. The
Church of the Bible included the Church of Understanding the Bible was founded in 1971 by Stewart Traill. The worship member was identified as the Hollywood Hollywood actress Mack, known as Chloe Sullivan on Smallville. From blood drinking to produce their weapons, there is no lack of controversies. He encouraged to kill the Sprees, who
concluded in ordering the thus-pregnant actress Sharon Tate at him. Together, they drank the poison and put the bags on their heads. Tom Cruise, Laura Prepon and Nancy Cartwright are just a few celebrity scientologists, with Leah Remini is one of the former members who made himself publicly to reveal the horrible acts of the Church. I have no
Hana Sanpogyonicamyned The Foot Reading Cult, this Japanese organization Believed in being able to predict the disease by examining the feet of people. Many original professionals reported that the founder of Yoga Phenomenon Bikram Bikram Choudhury has thought of himself as God who could provide health and happiness to the people. He died
at the age of 83 in 2017. They want to prepare humanity for the potential meeting with extraterrestrial life. Photo of courtesy: Wikimedia Commons The church came to the fire for abuse, manipulation and threatening tactics against members. Photo of courtesy: PaweÃ ¥, L./pexels The members were more known for their completely naked
demonstrations and public buildings aimed at bringing exposure to their group. The accusations of sexual abuse came from many members, including Berg's daughter, Berg.mejneesh MovementMaterialism daughter and sexual hedonism were the primary messages of Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, the head of this worship. The members believed that the
planet was under the control of the aliens, but that there were some good aliens Ã ¢ â,¬ "These included Jesus and the leaders of worship. Photo of courtesy: Steve Johnson / Pexels one day, met ununette Spies, who believed he could create Hitler along with many other people and inanimate objects. Photo of courtesy: CeltBrownne / Wikimedia
Commons Cult was involved in one of the Great police shootings in American history, with over 9,000 rounds of ammunition shot during during operation. In fact, sex sharing is encouraged in the group and is not limited to children. In 1974, he bought Earth in Guyana, where he made a house for himself and followers him called Jonestown. The leader
soon became a millionaire. Photo of courtesy: Wikimedia Commons in 2018, the founder was arrested for sex trafficking and federal crimes. His leader, Shoko Asahara, claimed to be Jesus Christ - the declaration alone has attracted some followers. The worship was well known in the 1950s when he started to defand his belief system. This Insular
Church is still in existence today.people Trailed by Jim Jones, the followers of the temple of peoples have been promised the last utopia. One of the largest beliefs of the cult was beat the children with a willow cane to remove the devil in them. The group was formed in 1973, and in 1987 his founder Ben Klassen released a statement that the worship is
on a mission for a racial holy war. Thirteen people died and almost 6,000 were injured.ScientologyPafoungated by the writer of Fiction L. Although it was a fairly small Christian fundamentalist group, it was able to attract followers from all over the world. Founded in Ã ¢ â,¬ â "¢ 50s, the cult has submitted members of over 100 countries that were
called lunar. All cult members have been imprisoned, but since 2017, most have been released. Photo of courtesy: Wikimedia Commons The members were found wearing the same clothes and had the same haircuts with each other. More than 900 people died, including Jim Jones, who shot himself. The Manson family is perhaps known as one of the
most terrifying cults of Ã ¢ â,¬ â "¢ 1960s. Starting from 2019, 112 girls are still marked missing. The movement of creativity is the movement of creativity highlights the presumed superiority Of White Breed. They were the result of a firm conviction that the leader of the cult Sun Myung Moon was able to create perfect children by combining the best
couples together. although the The main focus was on spirituality, soon became a violent organization. Photo of courtesy: Redheylin / Wikimedia Commons Cult is responsible for some of the largest cases of registered immigration fraud. The cult has defended its actions, claiming to have had all the right to hit children.Unification of the Church of the
University Church The largest controversy is its mass marriages. Jones recruited members inviting patients and miraculously curing them from their diseases. The Church of Euthanasia has addressed legal threats after it has published online public videos to demonstrate how one should take their lives. The symbionian liberation of the army in 1973,
the Symbionese liberation army was an American company that was active for only two years. Photo courtesy: Gabriela Cheloni / Pexels The Sevincivore Ritual of the worship was able to give the description of his striker to the police. Photo of courtesy: Zac Frith / Pexels following several other murders, Charles Manson was sent to prison. Its founder,
David Berg, transformed the members of the original group into a religious cult called the children of God. Photo of courtesy: The Isaac Taylor / Pexels members told people that cancer spread through their heads and the The only way to heal was through worship training sessions. Almost all members participated in mass suicide on March 26, 1997,
hoping to be transported aboard a spacecraft who believed he was following the Hale-Bopp comet. While under the arrest of the house, Lyle also removed his tracking bracelet and fled from the FBI - was fleeing for a year. The leader, Fukunaga Hogen, made members recruit more people essentially lying on the functionality of worship. After a
disaster with a congress and a disagreement, He forced all the members of the worship to drink poison. He was started by five members who claimed to be able to see the Virgin Mary. Ron Hubbard in 1954, Scientology follows "test healing technology" called call Outside, the organization seemed to spread the original message while lived in isolation
from the rest of the world. And the most scary part? The former members of worship reported Eckankar as a scam and even alleged abuse during their time in worship and out. Photo of courtesy: California Department of corrections and rehabilitation / Wikimedia Commons from utopian compounds to UFO religions, the history of the world has no
shortage of cults and their disputes. From suicide bombings to militant attacks and other radicalization means, Boko Haram killed thousands of people to "purify" Islam in northern Nigeria. Photo of courtesy: Prasanth Inturi / Pexels was a lot in good-looking young people, many of which later became ahead and accused him of sexual abuse. Founded
in 1965 by Paul Twitchell - the Alumni di Scientology and one of the first to reach the status Ã ¢ â,¬ "Eckankar quickly became a popular organization, attracting tens of thousands of followers. Photo of courtesy: Ryan Milier / Pexels but the The largest crime committed in 1995 on Tokyo railway lines during the top hour when the members of the cult
have left sacks of a toxic nervous agent at the station to poison passengers. Many of its members, including sunshades. , they are still alive today. The satanic worship of Chicago rippersthis Illinois may have been much smaller than others on our list (consisting of just four members), but it was involved in various violent crimes, many of which
included kidnapping and l 'murderer of women. But the leader arrived under the fire after people found that he was loading a steep strain of $ 900. He follows a rigorous protocol of Christianity, and to U N of the point boasted more than 10,000 members. His slogans include Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Save the planet, kill you ... and Ã ¢ â,¬ Å" Eat a fetus For Jesus.
"Photo of courtesy: Wendy van Zyl / Pexels to fulfill the mission, the members of the cult participated in voluntary suicides, volunteers, and cannibalism to reduce the human population. It was later revealed that everything was a fraud and a fraud and a Hogen, along with other members of the cult, was imprisoned. Steering of solar templebeauty in
UFO, rituals of Freemasons and philosophy of New Age Hardcore, order Of the Solar Temple was a peaceful worship until a particular accident involving a child. Charles Manson, the cult leader, created a family who lived together on a ranch where he preached him ideologies of him on a race war. Some of them are still recruiting new members and

spreading their controversial ideologies to date. The international family called teenagers for Christ, the International family is a cult still today recruiting members. The group has often been indicated as Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Doomsday cultÃ ¢ â,¬ after a forecast of the failed apocalypse has led to a mass murder orchestrated by the founders. The leader of the
group, Paul Schäfer, was previously accused of molestation for children, but the cult himself was reported as harmless. Photo of courtesy: Zazil-ha troncoso 2 / Wikimedia Commons until the Chilean government discovered the participation of the child's sexual abuse cult, money recycling and sales of illegal weapons. The largest scandal of worship
took place in 1993 when it was involved in a 51-day plot with the FBI, which wanted to investigate the compound of the cult after the reports emerged for the supply of illegal weapons. The members of worship believed that the world was dominated by malignant spirits and only his leader was able to take them to true salvation. The charismatic
leader, Bernard Poolman, was able to convince his followers who could be unchanged by the typical social beliefs. Photo Cortesy: Shelagh Murphy / Pexels but inside, the reports came out that the founder was actually In a son sex ring. Other from Life123.com Photo of courtesy: Randy Mankin / Wikimedia Commons Eleven members of worship,
including Jeffs, Brother Brother Lyle, Lyle, Also accused of fraud and money laundering. The cult was subsequently connected to different mysterious disappearances; However, the Weren police were able to get more Leads.Villa Bavaraonce known as the dignity colony, this organization was located in a remote area of Central Chile. Over the years,
Dwight York, the founder of the group has abandoned several ideological concepts and preached everything from Judaism and Christianity to a religion and UFO chemotism. All members have been imprisoned with extended sentences. Photo of courtesy: referring to Wikimedia Commons, these weapons were produced to prepare for the apocalypse.
The cult has about 10,000 members. Photo of courtesy: Burst / Pexels The followers of him were forced to accept the methods of teaching the original bikram yoga without complaints, which led to sexual assault and abuse. Scientologists believe in the concept of immortality and reincarnation. Photo of courtesy: Yo / Wikimedia Commons One of his
largest crimes occurred in 2014 when the group has kidnapped more than 270 students, many of which were forced to marriage with the members of worship. Over the years, the accusations of abuse of minors and fraud have begun to emerge, putting York behind bars for 135 years.NXIVMBASED near Albany, New York, the NXIVM CULT is
described as a multilevel marketing company, offering seminars of Success through your program. The organization is no longer active.Boko Hamarla Jihadist Terrorist Organization Boko Haram was founded by Mohammed Yusuf in 2002. Satanic rituals involved the murder and amputation of women's breasts. Starting from 2019, he is waiting for his
sentence for his close involvement with the controversial cult and cruel.Church of euthanasia with Reverend Chris Korda and the Shepherd Kim, the Euthanasia Church is a recent worship with one Extreme to restore the balance of the population between men and animals due to the unsustainable population of the earth. Their mission was to get
enough sick sick people That would not be able to vote in a local election, raising the odds of their members of the worship by obtaining elected.BudDhafieldwhen Kumbaya meets emotional and physical abuse, welcome to Buddhafield. Photo of courtesy: Moorlock / Wikimedia Commons The followers of him built an ancient Egypt theme composed in
which they lived together with the leader and changed their name in the Nuwaubian nation of Moors. All the members of the cult were considered the sons of the moon, and some are still alive today.Branch Davidiansfounds obtained in 1959 by Ben Roden, a self-proclaimed religious prophet, the Davidian branch are a chesting branch of the seventh
day's adventure church. Its founder, Claude Vorilhon, states that it is the only person who has never entered into contact with alien scientists who, according to worship, has created all life on Earth. Photo of courtesy: Wikimedia Commons Cult teaches its followers how to perform higher physical and spiritual techniques that raise the soul. During
recording, six children received 83 flocked by the willow cane. The group has committed several crimes and crimes of cruel violence, including the abduction of the Heressing Patricia Hearst, which accused us of sexual assault and brainwashing. Photo courtesy: Unknown / Wikimedia Commons The group was involved in boiled attacks and violent
crimes, including a fury that led to two dead and nine wounded. Some of the former members came forward by saying that they were employed by the Church, but all their salaries went to the organization. After the former members have made a documentary about Most Holy Hell, the cult leader presumably encouraged some of the current members
to participate in the premiere and threatening the creators.flds.flds the fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is a Offshoot of the latter believe in polygamy. Following a rigorous Code of Ethics, Scientologists must undergo intense questions from the Church at regular intervals for It clarifies from imperfect thoughts and harmful
and gemosions. Whether to support the proponents of the sacrifice of children, abuse, nudity, cannibalism or prisons similar to Gulag, these cults have one thing in common: what they practice is much more terrifying than what you can see on the history of horror American. Several members did not participate in the group suicide and maintain the
original website of worship to this day.Am Shinrikyothe Aum Cult was founded in the 1980s. Describes other races as inferior, with the largest opponent of the cult that is the Jewish people. Photo of courtesy: Matthew T Rader / Pexels One of the bold forecasts of Chen was that God would come to the Earth in a human form on March 31, 1998, with an
announcement made on TV a few days before. Photo of courtesy: Randy Mankin / Wikimedia Commons instead of promised utopia, the followers of the temple of the peoples have experienced a prison, living in captivity with very little food or other services. Following Scientology's structure, Desteni finally failed in his mission after Bernard Poolman
died. They also wanted to take control of local government and local contaminated and supermarkets produced with Salmonella. The organization similar to worship has characterized over 300 German and Chilean residents who have made the area their home. The worship is still active at Hawaii. The leader, Jaime Gomez (also known as a teacher),
had a talent to attract members into worship by making them feel welcome and loved. The cult has created a special society through its recruitment platform dedicated to women who have been marked with a symbol and forced to slavery. They also supported anarchy. Several Davidi branch are still alive today today. Nationone of the most recent
cults of cults, the Nuwaubian Nation believed in a supremacherist ideology, in an illuminated conspirate e of the Egyptians. Photo courtesy: John-Mark Smith / Pexels Although the police initially believed the founding founders With the group, it is assumed that two of its members could still be alive, issuing an international mandate for the arrest of
Joseph Kibweteere and Credionia Mwinde. Twelve tribene twelve tribes were founded for the first time in the 1960s. 60's.
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